BOWLING ALLEY RULES

1

Guest
 Member and their spouses may invite guests once a week. Not more than 3 guests may be invited at
any one time. No same guest, whether invited by one or several members, shall be allowed to play
more than 4 times in a calendar month.

2

Dress code
 Players must wear standard bowling shoes and suitable clothing.

3

Age limitation
 Children aged 8-12 are allowed to play under the supervison of adults. Children under 8 may enter
the Bowling Alley as visitors and not as players and must be accompanied and supervised by adults
who are responsible for their safety.

4

Coaching
 Coaching is available throughout opening hours except on Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays.
 Only coaches assigned by the Club shall conduct coaching lessons in the Club.
 Coaching shall be limited to members and dependent members only.

5

Others
 Members wishing to play shall put their names in the register and take their turn according to the
order of registration. No telephone booking will be accepted.

 Should any player having been allotted a lane fail to start play immediately, his/her claim to the
lane as allotted shall be forfeited.

 A bowler shall not play more than 3 games if there are other players waiting. Any one member
shall not occupy more than one lane or leave a lane idle for a long period.

 Upon completion of play, players must return the balls to the ball-rack and bowling

shoes

to

the control counter.

 To avoid damages to the lanes, players are not allowed to throw balls upward. Should any player’s
actions affect or jeopardize other players, the attendant shall have the right to take appropriate
actions by stopping the game or asking the player concerned to leave the Bowling Alley. Players
and spectators shall not disturb any bowlers during a contest or tournament.

 When bowling on two adjacent lanes, the left-hand side bowler should give the right-hand side
bowler the right to bowl first.

 For bowlers who use powder accessories, he/she shall only apply the powder in the designated
carpet area..

 Members are responsible for any damage caused to the shoes or other equipment of the Club. The
Bowling Sub-Committee has the absolute authority to assess the damages in each case.

 No shouting, foul language or running are allowed in the Bowling Alleys.
 No food or drinks shall be brought into the Bowling Alley from outside. Only specified food and
drinks provided by the Club may be brought into the spectator sitting area of the Bowling Alleys.

 The computer scoring equipment is under the care and control of the attendant. Players should ask
the attendant for assistance whenever correction or adjustment of scoring is required.

 The Bowling Sub-Committee reserves the right to use the Bowling Alley for special functions or
tournaments.

 The Club shall not be liable for any private bowling ball being scratched accidentally in the
Bowling Alleys.

 All players must bowl within 1 minute after the pins are reset.

